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FORM OF THE QUESTION—INNER CITY VILLAGES (市中村) 

In this paper, I address an issue long dear to anthropological hearts—possible 
forms of cultural continuity despite and within rapidly changing societies.  In doing so, I 
end up discussing the administrative structure of the Chinese state and the enabling 
conditions of imagining new forms of the Chinese nation.  My study departs from the 
observation that despite the Chinese central government’s ideological, organizational, 
and architectural transformation of agrarian Baoan County into urban Shenzhen 
Municipality, villages have not only remained a viable feature of the urban landscape, but 
have also flourished in new ways, providing housing, employment, education, and 
medical care for their respective villagers.  Indeed, the remarkable transformation of 
Shenzhen village lifeways has not diminished village-based cultural identities, but rather 
strengthened them.  Such is the paradox of cultural continuity in Shenzhen.  Even though 
materially little remains of agrarian Baoan, nevertheless, villages claim cultural histories 
of over four hundred years.  Moreover, non-villagers explain village behavior in terms of 
this history.  In other words, villagers not only claim unique, non-Shenzhen identities, but 
other Shenzhen inhabitants recognize the validity of this claim.  In fact, the persistence of 
village identity constitutes a serious political challenge for Shenzhen officials, who view 
the villages as impediments to “normal (正常)” modernization.  Since the first rural 
urbanization movement (1992-1996), the Shenzhen municipal government has repeatedly 
attempted to integrate the villages into the larger urban fabric. These integrated entities—
a rural-urban administrative hybrid—are variously called “new villages (新村)” and 
“inner city villages (市中村)”.i  The government’s success in administratively converting 
villages into neighborhoods (居委会) and its concomitant failure in urbanizing village 
identity index the villages’ similarities to and differences from urban Shenzhen cultural 
norms.  Indeed, it is one of the claims of this paper that Shenzhen’s new villages not only 
actualize a viable alternative to mainstream Shenzhen society, but also represent an 
important figuration of the Chinese nation.   

In the rest of this paper, I track the historic, cultural, economic, and political 
conditions that have enabled the emergence of Shenzhen’s inner city villages.  I posit that 
in acting upon traditional (including socialist) definitions of village and city, Chinese 
people in Shenzhen transformed the relationship between the two, but did not ameliorate 
this foundational dichotomy.  Specifically, I argue that the rural-urban dichotomy 
predicates any possibility imagining, constructing, and inhabiting the Chinese nation.  In 
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other words, one of the ironic consequences of 30 years of Shenzhen urbanization has 
been the elaboration of possible differences between rural and urban Chinese identities, 
rather than the elimination of one in favor of the other.  This is perhaps a banal point, but 
it nevertheless bears repeating: rural and urban China can only be imagined, constructed, 
and inhabited in opposition to each other.  Thus, at any historic juncture, the form of the 
Chinese nation (including the built environment) actualizes a historically specific 
negotiation of rural and urban social forms.  According to early plans, for example, urban 
youths sent to Shenzhen intended to construct a model city.  In keeping with traditional 
and Maoist divisions of labor, local villagers were to provision food.  However, both 
local villagers and urban youths organized their labor with an eye to integrating their 
respective villages and work units into global capitalist networks.  And that has made all 
the difference.  Over the past three decades, as urban Shenzheners and new villagers have 
adapted aspects of capitalism into their respective praxis, the form of rural-urban 
relations changed, but the categories of rural and urban life remained salient to the 
organization of Shenzhen life.  Indeed, these categories have not only been reproduced 
socially, but also materially in the form of the city itself, which reverses the Maoist 
dictate for “the country to surround the city (农村包围城市)”.  In Shenzhen, the city has 
surrounded, but not eliminated the country, despite the fact that rural lifeways have 
become obsolete (image 1).     

 Before I make my argument, a methodological note is in order.  This paper grows 
out of over ten years of fieldwork in Shenzhen.  In this case, “fieldwork” began with a 
one-year period of institutionally funded research, when I conducted formal interviews, 
visited construction sites as a visiting scholar, and busied myself writing up impressions 
of the city, the daily schedules of architects, and the social structure of real estate 
development.  However, in order to stay in Shenzhen long term, I became something of a 
scholar-for-hire, integrating myself into the local economy by way of my 
informants/friends—architects, urban planners, and real estate developers.  My local 
resume includes translating at World Architecture Review and teaching urban sociology 
as a visiting assistant professor in the Graduate School of Architecture, Shenzhen 
University.  Yet as in the United States, in Shenzhen non-tenured, part time scholarly 
pursuits receive minimal remuneration.  Consequently, I have also taught elementary 
school English at a primary school and made English language tapes for various firms.  
These other relationships, which are less obviously connected to my investigation of the 
urban have nevertheless decisively shaped and enlarged my fieldsite insofar as they have 
provided contexts through which the experiences, memories, and ambitions of my 
primary group might be reevaluated.  More importantly perhaps, having to earn a living 
in Shenzhen through the alienating practice of commodifying myself as a native speaker 
of American English has produced alliances and enmities that have helped me hear 
otherwise what I once thought I heard in formal interviews.  I mention this neither to 
undermine my previous research nor to argue for long periods of fieldwork, but rather to 
remind the reader that the knowledge presented in this paper, like a photograph, abstracts 
and condenses a fluid and changing process; it re-presents my all-too-situated coming to 
terms with the social possibilities that Shenzhen has held and might hold for other, 
differently situated persons.   

     
IMMEDIATE HISTORY: RURAL AND URBAN RELATIONS FROM MAO TO DENG 
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In 1980, the Chinese central government elevated Baoan County in Guangdong 
Province to the status municipality, renaming the new administrative entity Shenzhen.ii  
Shenzhen was initially subordinate to Huizhou City.  However, almost immediately, the 
administrative status of the new city was re-designated “sub-provincial.”iii A mandated 
separation of political and economic authority facilitated Shenzhen’s insertion into the 
extant order.  Politically, Shenzhen reported to the Guangdong Provincial government.  
However, with respect to economic policy, the new city reported directly to the central 
government.iv  The decision to disentangle the economic from the political, and then to 
make the economic the measure of political success represented a prototypical moment in 
reforming the Maoist political economy.  In 1978, rural reforms signaled the central 
governments’ commitment to improving the material conditions of Chinese farmers. 
However, urban administration remained socialist.  Consequently, the establishment of 
Shenzhen not only heralded the Reformers’ intention to integrate the Chinese domestic 
economy into global chains of production, but also foreshadowed the dismantling of the 
socialist work unit and concomitant social relations.    

Under Mao, urban and rural areas were distinct social and administrative entities.  
In urban areas, the state owned property, organizing residency, work, and social benefits 
through work units.  In rural areas, collectives owned property, organizing residency, 
work, and social benefits through communes. Urban and rural administration represented 
parallel economic systems within the State, with state ownership of property in the cities 
and collective ownership (the People’s Communes) in rural areas.  The categories “city (
市镇)” and “county (县)” indicated whether a region was urban (literally “not-rural”— 
非农) or rural (农村), respectively. Again we encounter administrative distinctions that 
were predicated on a fundamental division between rural and urban China.  A shi (市) is 
a proper city, like Beijing.  In contrast, a zhen (镇) is a rural area with urban status, in 
short, a town.  For example, before Baoan County was elevated to Shenzhen 
Municipality, its county seat was Shenzhen Town (深圳镇).  However, until the massive 
urbanization that has constituted post Mao reform, there was no equivalent of an urban 
area with rural status.  Indeed, Shenzhen’s inner city villages have constituted spaces of 
unruly possibility precisely because no administrative category existed (or yet exists) by 
which they might be re-incorporated into the Chinese state apparatus.  

The rural administrative hierarchy was and remains: province, which is 
subdivided into regional districts, which are made up of several counties, which in turn 
are made up of several villages, the smallest territorial ranking.  Although, cities were 
ranked with respect to this rural hierarchy according to size and importance, nevertheless 
political, economic, and social infrastructures produced urban lives as relatively more 
valuable than rural lives.  In practice, the administrative structure of the Chinese state has 
been both the site where contradictions between rural and urban societies have been 
negotiated and the product of those negotiations.  More broadly, the designation, 
construction, and maintenance of rural and urban settlements have materialized these 
negotiations; on my reading, Chinese villages and cities realize the relative value of 
different places.  It is in this context that the elevation of Baoan County to Shenzhen 
Municipality was not only politically important, but also socially important; the 
establishment of Shenzhen signaled a transvaluation of the rural and urban in the 
hierarchy of national value.  Thus, what was at stake in establishing Shenzhen was the 
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possibility of a new form of the Chinese state, a form in which rural urbanization would 
ameliorate the differences between rural and urban Chinese societies.  

During the Maoist era, the built environments of a commune like Baoan County 
and a city like Guangzhou, for example, expressed the relative value of these places with 
respect to a national hierarchy.  Beijing actualized the highest-ranking space in the 
nation, while Baoan County was one of the lowest. As a provincial capital, Guangzhou 
was the most important space in Guangdong.  Importantly, the double nature of the 
administrative structure meant that two governments were located in Guangzhou—the 
provincial government and that of Guangzhou Municipality.  Just as Beijing Municipality 
was subordinate to the National Government, Guangzhou Municipality was 
administratively subordinate to Guangdong Province.  However, both Beijing and 
Guangzhou as political, economic, and social spaces accrued the benefits of also being 
the national and provincial capitals, respectively.  Thus, as a city Guangzhou was less 
valuable than Beijing.  However, as a provincial capital, Guangzhou held the same status 
as Beijing, which was classified as an independent city.  More importantly, although 
Guangzhou Municipality had the equivalent status of other cities in Guangdong, the 
location of provincial government made Guangzhou the most important city in 
Guangdong Province. The value of Baoan County was established through the parallel 
status structure of rural and areas, in which a complex ordering of rural and urban spaces 
created the relative power of these places. A crude but useful chart of how Baoan and its 
county seat, Shenzhen Market were embedded in China’s double administrative order: 

 
Chinese State (mediation of rural and urban China) 

RURAL STATUS  (corresponding territory) URBAN STATUS  (location of territorial 
government and also a separate 

administrative unit) 
Provincial (Guangdong Province—capital 
located in Guangzhou) 

Cities with the equivalent rank to a 
province (the so-called “independent cities” 
of Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai.  
Shenzhen’s economic ranking.)   

Prefectural (sub-provincial) Cities with sub-provincial rank (including 
provincial capitals like Guangzhou.  
Shenzhen’s political ranking.) 

County (Baoan County seat was located in 
Shenzhen Market) 

Cities with county rank (including Huizhou 
Municipality) 

 
The administrative structure of Baoan County mirrored this double structure with 

an important difference—only the county seat obtained urban status as a town, all other 
administrative locals remained rural.  This introduced an interesting contradiction within 
the county.  The county itself had rural status, but the county seat had urban status.  This 
difference would play a key difference in the reform-era construction of Shenzhen 
because rural and urban reforms entailed the modification of different sets of property 
law and social investment.    

 
Baoan County (rural status) 

ADMINSTRATIVE CATEGORIES RURAL URBAN STATUS 
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 County Seat (located in Shenzhen Market) 
Commune (composed of several large 
brigades) 

Market towns with brigade status, but not 
County seat. 

Brigade   
 

The relative ranking of rural and urban spaces took material form in terms of job 
opportunities, availability of food, and access to housing, education, and medical care for 
residents in these two places.  The stability of these differences was enforced through the 
household residence system, which linked food rations and housing to one’s work unit.  
Consequently, rural residents who moved to cities without official transfers were unable 
to either purchase food or rent housing. Importantly, under Mao, urban administration 
was subordinate to rural administration, foregrounding the value of agriculture as both an 
ideal and an actualized mode of production. In practice, however, rural production fueled 
urban industrialization as the state imposed mechanisms that transferred surpluses from 
agriculture, defined as outside the state economy to the state for reinvestment in heavy 
and light industry.  To paraphrase Levi-Strauss, the production, allocation, and 
consumption of agricultural products constantly reproduced the socialist polity by 
converting raw backwardness into cooked socialism.  Politically and economically, this 
was expressed as growing inequality between the countryside and the cities.  Spatially, 
this process took form in the ongoing construction of particular villages and cities. Of 
course, differences in the material quality of life had defined rural and urban relations 
before the Chinese revolution.  My point is simply that under Mao, these differences were 
transvalued to signify revolutionary potential.  In contrast, with the ascendance of Deng 
Xiaoping, rural poverty came to embody the failure of socialism to provide China with its 
rightful place in the world, while the urban symbolized the promises of modernization 
(Anagnost 1997). Thus, the elevation of Baoan County to Shenzhen Municipality 
signaled a corresponding increase in value within the nation. 

The reforms introduced by Deng Xiaoping allowed for different kinds of 
ownership and development strategies in both rural and urban areas, opening social space 
for new kinds of nation building.  At the administrative level, two important changes 
have shaped the construction of Shenzhen and, by extension, the kind of nation that could 
be constructed through rural urbanization.  First, since 1982, at the county level, 
territorial governments have been subordinate to urban governments, thereby enabling 
cities to annex agricultural land as necessary for diverse urbanization projects. Second, 
the national government gradually deconstructed the commune system and re-established 
of some pre-revolutionary administrative categories.  For example, in Shenzhen large 
brigades became xiang and small brigades returned to village status.v  Together, these 
two policies decisively shaped the construction of Shenzhen because, except for a few 
market towns, all of Baoan County had been rural.  Consequently, complex negotiations 
between the newly established municipal government, recently re-established villages, 
and urban ministries from other cities characterized the transfer and transformation of 
rural into urban space. Significantly, the administrative structure of Shenzhen underwent 
several changes before obtaining its current form; many decisions were made at levels of 
government that no longer exist or have been replaced by new structures. 

In the unfolding of rural-urban valuations, the Shenzhen experiment has 
constituted an interesting twist on post-Mao reforms. Specifically, Shenzhen has 
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actualized the attempt to realize xiaokang by transforming formerly “rural” areas into 
appropriately “urban” areas.  In other areas, like Shanghai or Anhui Province, reform has 
entailed reforming cities as cities, or rural areas as rural areas. Many recent studies focus 
on the contradictions that migration into urban areas has created.  In Shenzhen, however, 
the state imposed the work unit system onto an area that had been administered through 
collective ownership.  In other words, the Shenzhen experiment initially consisted in 
transforming formerly “rural” areas into appropriately “urban” areas, even as it 
maintained this division within its administrative structure.  Crudely, the past thirty years 
of reform and opening might be understood as an attempt to restructure and re-imagine 
the Chinese state by urbanizing rural areas.  In this sense, Shenzhen is an ongoing 
product of a historically specification mediation of rural and urban Chinese societies.  
Another crude chart amended with dates to grasp the change in Shenzhen (note: rural 
units are marked in red): 

 
SHENZHEN MUNICIPALITY (est. 1979 by elevating Baoan County to the Status of Shenzhen 

Municipality) 
Original Districts carved out of Baoan County communes: Shenzhen, Nantou, Songgang, Longhua, 

Kuichong, Longgang 
SHENZHEN MUNICIPALITY (re-established urban-rural distinction 1981, with the establishment 
of New Baoan County and the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone.  The Shenzhen Special Economic 

Zone is designated “urban”, inside the SEZ communes are administratively districted as 
“administrative regions (管理区)”  It is a two-level administrative structure.  Outside the SEZ, New 
Baoan County is designated “rural”.  This means that the SEZ develops according to urban law and 
New Baoan County is administered according rural law.  The Second Line (二线) divides the SEZ 

from New Baoan County.  There are seven checkpoints along the border, and Chinese citizens must 
have a travel pass to enter the SEZ.  There are no cross-line buses or taxis.  Legal Shenzhen residents 

and visitors must disembark and go through customs when traveling between the SEZ and New 
Baoan County.) 

SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE  (redefined 1983) 
(initially, 327 km2 zoned for industrial 

development under urban work units; villages 
zoned for independent industrial development 

under village administration) 

NEW BAOAN COUNTY   (est. 1981) 
(1,557 km2 zoned for industrial development 

under rural villages and market towns) 

Shatou Luohu Shangbu Nantou Shekou 18 market townsvi 
Villages Villages Villages Villages Villages Villages 
SHENZHEN MUNICIPALITY (restructured 1990.  In keeping with administrative norms for major 

cities, the SEZ now consists of a three-level administrative structure—municipality, district, and 
street. New Baoan County zoned into municipal districts, Baoan and Longgang.  The market towns 

remain rural.) 
Luohu Futian Nanshan Baoan (Cantonese-

speaking) 
Longgang 

(primarily Hakka) 
Street  Street Street 12 market townsvii 13 market townsviii 

Villages Villages Villages Villages Villages 
SHENZHEN MUNICIPALITY (in 1996, the rural urbanization movement is completed.  All villages 

in Luohu, Futian, and Nanshan Districts have been designated neighborhoods and administratively 
integrated into District governments by way of Street governments. The SEZ is restructured again in 
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1998, when Yantian District is carved out of Luohu District in order to stimulate economic growth in 
the eastern portion of the city.) 

Luohu Futian Nanshan Baoan Longgang 
Street Street Street Market towns Market towns 

New villages/ 
neighborhoods  

New villages/ 
neighborhoods 

New villages/ 
neighborhoods 

Villages Villages 

SHENZHEN MUNICIPALITY (By 2006, the last of Baoan and Longgang market towns and 
villages have been converted to streets and new villages, respectively.  Importantly, although the 
border between the SEZ and New Baoan County still in place, it no longer functions as a border.  
Cross-line buses and taxis no longer stop and passengers no longer disembark to go through the 

checkpoints.) 
Yantian Luohu Futian Nanshan Baoan Longgang 
Street Street Street Street Street Street 

New villages/ 
neighborhoods 

New villages/ 
neighborhoods 

New villages/ 
neighborhoods 

New villages/ 
neighborhoods 

New villages/ 
neighborhoods 

New villages/ 
neighborhoods 

SHENZHEN MUNICIPALITY restructured in 2007 with the establishment of Guangming New 
District, combining the Baoan Street administrations of Guangming and Gongming 

 
The unexpected result of reform in Shenzhen has been the emergence of new 

villages, which have emerged as a key social force within the city.  Insofar as these new 
or urban villages represent an emergent negotiation of the rural-urban dichotomy, they 
importantly actualize an emergent form of the Chinese state.  Indeed, thirty years after the 
establishment of Shenzhen, there remains no official interpretation (定 ) of the urban 
villages.  The irony is particularly apparent when we remember that as early as 1984, 
Deng Xiaoping declared that the decision to establish the Shenzhen Special Economic 
Zone was correct.  In turn, this justified opening the fourteen coastal cities that same year.  
In other words, the official line on Shenzhen has functioned within national policy 
debates since the SEZ’s early years.  However, the status of the villages remains under 
debate.  

A new village is defined three 3 administrative characteristics.  First, it was 
formerly a rural village.  In order to build Shenzhen, municipal officials in the Bureau of 
Land Management (国土局) established guidelines for the appropriation of land.  An 
urban work unit needed to have a development plan and then compensate village the 
village for its land based on expected profits.  The village was also given land to develop 
collective livelihood.  Each male villager, sons and grandsons given land on which to 
build a home.  Second, after land appropriation, new villages incorporated as stock 
holding corporations based on village membership.  The stock holding corporations 
oversaw the collective interests of the villages, including manufacturing and real estate 
development.  The corporations also provide insurance and social benefits, such as 
scholarships and elder activities for villagers.  Third, as part of Shenzhen Municipality’s 
efforts to modernize, a new village was integrated into the city as a neighborhood in what 
was called the rural urbanization movement.  From 1992 through 1996, Shenzhen 
municipality initiated the rural urbanization movement to integrate SEZ villages into city.  
Villages in Baoan and Longang Districts were integrated by 2004.  In 1991, the 
government initiated the rural urbanization movement (农村城市化运动) with the goal 
of integrating all villages into the municipal government and giving all shenzhen 
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peasants, citizen status. this was called the double transformation. This movement finally 
ended in august 2004, when Baoan and Longgang districts announced that all villages 
had been redistricted and all villagers had been given a new hukou. Shenzhen was 
thereby the first Chinese city to eliminate officially villages and villagers from its hukou 
registration.   

The Shenzhen rural urbanization movement had two moments: First, to transfer 
collective lands to urban work units; second, to registrar Baoan villagers as Shenzhen 
urban residents. If we understand Shenzhen to be an administrative attempt to ameliorate 
the historical tension between places like rural Baoan and urban Guangzhou, we are still 
pressed to explain why villagers remain one of the city’s rural other. Now a second 
movement, “renovate the old villages (旧村改新)” is underway.  Ironically, the old 
villages in question are the products of the rural urbanization movement.  The stated 
purpose of the movement is to make the villages more modern, more like the rest of the 
city.  That is to say, efforts to renovate old villages, notwithstanding, the movement not 
only failed to diminish differences between villages and the surrounding city, but also 
actually exacerbated those differences.  These differences now constitute the defining 
characteristic of the Shenzhen built environment. 

The double thrust of reforms—improving rural life and capitalizing urban life—
has shaped the construction of Shenzhen.  Notwithstanding the administrative integration 
of Baoan villages into Shenzhen Municipality, many of the differences between rural and 
urban reforms remain structurally antagonistic, reproducing historic inequalities and 
bringing into being new forms of rural and urban interdependence, exploitation, and 
underdevelopment.  Consequently, cultural historic differences in the administration, 
designation, and organization of rural and urban life have predicated the relative value of 
spaces constructed within the Shenzhen built environment.  In the rest of this paper, I 
explore the relative value of urban and new rural spaces in Shenzhen as a manifestation 
of an older social contradiction between rural and urban Chinese societies.  To specify 
my argument, I look at two key architectural symbols in the Shenzhen built environment: 
skyscrapers and handshake buildings.  In between, I conclude with a discussion of 
Shenzhen’s village arches. 
 
THE VALUE OF SKYSCRAPERS 

Although there has been much work done on both the symbolism of modern 
architecture as well as the experience of inhabiting cities, much of this work takes for 
granted the fact of the built environment.  In these accounts, the urban appears to be 
textual, something to be “read”; more often than not the city is something to be 
metaphorically “resisted”.  Even Michel de Certeau’s provocative essay “Walking in the 
City” assumes the pre-existence of the built environment, positing that urban identities 
are primarily forged through interpretative practices.  For example, de Certeau charts how 
a “metaphorical city…slips into the clear text of the planned and readable city 
(1984:93)”.  I suspect that a textual understanding of the urban appeals not only because 
as scholars what we do is read, but also because for most western scholars the built 
environment ostensibly comes to us ready-made.  For most American academics, the act 
of inhabiting does entail, as de Certeau acutely documents, moving through and 
occupying spaces that have been built for purposes other than our own.  In de Certeau’s 
work, these other purposes appear as necessarily coercive, but nevertheless unable to 
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totally subjugate an urban resident.  “The language of power is in itself ‘urbanizing’, but 
the city is left prey to contradictory movements that counterbalance and combine 
themselves outside the reach of panoptic power (de Certeau 1984:95).”  Tellingly, the 
tactical appropriation of textualized space takes place through “pedestrian speech acts 
(97)”, “a residing rhetoric (100)”, and “stories and legends that haunt urban space like 
superfluous or additional inhabitants (106).”  Notwithstanding its emancipatory impulse, 
all this reading the city fetishizes the built environment insofar as it places urbanization 
outside of human creativity, as if concrete and steel, rather than human praxis were the 
origin of the values that a particular city actualizes and conveys and which might, in turn, 
be realized or resisted through idiosyncratic walks.   

In contrast, I believe that in order to theorize not only the importance of cities in 
structuring modern lives, but also the potential of cities for constructing new lives we 
must begin from the mundane, but often overlooked fact that in addition to being the site 
of everyday urban practices, every city has been and continues to be built, rebuilt, and 
maintained through the cumulatively collaborative efforts of differently positioned 
historical agents.  This is not to say that construction is not an interpretive practice.  Nor 
is it to deny the isolation that de Certeau’s analysis also points to; as I read de Certeau, 
alienation from the collective compels idiosyncratic walks.  Indeed, I am more than 
sympathetic to a project that attempts to re-establish the meaningfulness of ordinary lives.  
However, it seems that as an analytic trope interpretation easily slips into the heuristic of 
individual versus society.  In doing so, the critical thrust of much social analysis also 
seems to privilege individual rather than collective interests, as if the collective were 
necessarily an oppressive force, rather than a condition of human life.  What the 
construction of Shenzhen reiterates is that at stake in any social restructuring is the kind 
of collectives we are building and by extension individual possibility within that newly 
defined collectivities.  By focusing on construction, I emphasize that fact that cities are 
places built out of and integrated through various kinds of groups, ranging from 
government ministries, which zone and maintain tracts of land to residents, who decorate 
their homes and squatters, who reshape the city.  An individual’s participatory 
membership in diverse (and sometimes antagonistic) groups recursively creates both the 
self and the city.  The point is not that collective interests can’t be oppressive or 
exploitative, but rather that the unit of social analysis is necessarily a group, rather than 
an individual.  

With Anthony Giddens, I assume that “[h]uman social activities, like some self-
reproducing items in nature, are recursive.  That is to say, they are not brought into being 
by social actors but continually recreated by them via the very means whereby they 
express themselves as actors.  In and through their activities agents reproduce the 
conditions that make these activities possible (1984:2).”  For example, much of what 
constitutes “municipal services”—sewage and water systems, for example—directly 
contribute to the maintenance of modern buildings.  In other words, cities not only 
manifest a site where individuals experience themselves as part of (if subordinate to other 
members) of a larger collectivity, but also a site where members of that collectivity 
recursively create the conditions of necessarily shared lives.  More importantly, the 
creative activities of constructing and maintaining a city are not only intentional, they 
also reaffirm the value of the city itself as well as the values, however contested, that it 
can and cannot hold for its residents.  Accordingly, cities are collective projects that 
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enable identity formation as residents realize particular values through differently 
positioned, and consequently, differently valued participation in the construction and 
maintenance of a city.  What has made this process necessarily political in China has 
been the coeval roles of the rural and the urban in constituting the Chinese state and, by 
extension, the possibilities of re-imagining the Chinese nation.  Focusing on the 
construction of the built environment therefore enables us to consider the ways in which 
capitalist social relations are both reproduced and transformed in cities like Shenzhen, 
which have not only come into existence in the context of post Cold War global 
restructuring, but also helped define the post Cold War form of the Chinese nation-state.   

In making my argument, I am inspired by David Graeber’s (2001) definition of 
value as the importance of actions, following Terrance Turner in suggesting that the 
politics of value refers not so much to the struggle to appropriate value as the struggle to 
establish what value is.  This is another way of saying that the power to define what 
makes a human life meaningful is at stake in the struggle to establish what value is.  
Graeber calls attention to societies, which have organized themselves around the value of 
beauty as well as those that have organized themselves around power; capitalist societies 
have organized themselves around the value of profit.  What matters (quite literally) is 
the time, effort, imagination, and material goods that go into realizing this value; in other 
words, we understand a society’s reason for living by looking at how members live.  
Graeber focuses on those tokens of value that can circulate.  In contrast, the built 
environment does not circulate.  Nevertheless, buildings and spaces do share the qualities 
with “concrete media of circulation”.  First, buildings are measures of value.  This 
measurement can take any of three possible forms: a) presence/absence (How many 
skyscrapers does a city have? Where are those skyscrapers located?); b. ranking and c. 
proportionality.  Second, people recognize and organize social value through buildings, in 
this sense, buildings and spaces are media of value.  Three, these tokens almost inevitably 
come to be seen as ends in themselves.  Actual people tend to see these material tokens 
not as “tools” but as embodiments of value in themselves, sometimes as the very origins 
of the value (especially economic wealth).  More importantly, in through the realization 
of value, the buildings themselves come to be seen as the ultimate end of human action.  
Again, this aspect of the importance of building seems more salient in new, rather than 
established cities.   

With respect to Shenzhen, urban construction presupposed an organized set of 
social relations, which only came into existence as the city grew.  Indeed, insofar as 
urban structure and infrastructure shape possible relationships, the lack thereof also 
provides opportunity for individual creativity.  I believe that many early Shenzhen 
immigrants remember the 80s as a time of relative independence from the government 
precisely because they were not inhabiting pre-built space, but were constructing that 
space. Likewise, Baoan villagers also remember the eighties as a time of relative 
independence to pursue their own interests.  These residents experienced the lack of 
structure and infrastructure, which ranged from sewage pipelines and reliable bus routes 
to local police stations, as liberating because in de Certeau’s terms the environment was 
not coercive.  Tellingly, these same residents—early migrants and Baoan villagers, 
alike—described the experience of Shenzhen’s development in terms of increasing 
constriction; as Shenzhen grew it became more and more like Beijing, a metaphor that 
points how the city manifests national and international values, rather than site-specific 
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ideals.  The new relationship structures included, but were not limited to: financing 
institutions, steel and glass production, forms of land ownership, as well as the future use 
of the city.  Therefore, as an intentional project, the construction of Shenzhen also 
manifests both an understanding of and response to the city.  In this sense, the 
construction of Shenzhen has presupposed that the builders have some idea of what the 
world must be and how they might fit into it.  Here the construction of Shenzhen indexes 
both an imaginary totality, “the world” and manifests a micro-total response to that 
world, “the city” Importantly this process of establishing part-whole relationships is 
constant, meta-pragmatic always implicit, although sometimes made explicit referent of 
action.  Not unsurprisingly, given the diversity of participants in constructing a city, the 
process itself has produced contradiction rather than a smooth and totalizing 
homogeneity.   

Throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, for example, one key skyscraper, Guomao 
symbolized Shenzhen and the reform era (image 2).  In 1981, a delegation of municipal 
leaders and architects toured Hong Kong and then designed a massive structure of glass 
and reinforced concrete, which was crowned by a revolving restaurant.  The building was 
located in the Luohu commercial center at the Shenzhen-Hong Kong border and intended 
to house the Shenzhen offices of provincial, municipal and ministerial enterprises from 
all over China.  From their Guomao offices, these cadres would the use Shenzhen to 
establish trade links between Chinese enterprises and foreign companies, especially those 
foreign companies based in Hong Kong.  Guomao also embodied technical advances over 
Mao era architecture.  For the first time in the history of the PRC, architects grappled 
with the problem of stabilizing a fifty-three-story building with a revolving restaurant as 
well as installing exposed glass elevators.  In addition to economic goals and technical 
achievements, Guomao indicated the social orientation of reform: market-organized 
consumption.  The first three floors of Guomao replicated a contemporaneous Hong 
Kong shopping mall with small shops, restaurants, and a musical fountain, which infused 
the three-story lobby with a permanent sense of festivity. In 1984, as part of the first and 
generally forgotten tour of the Special Economic Zones, Shenzhen leaders took Deng 
Xiaoping to Guomao’s revolving restaurant.  As he gazed out over Shenzhen, he is 
reported to have smiled, eventually writing the famous line “the establishment of the 
Shenzhen economic zone proves reforms are correct.”  

During preparations for the return of Hong Kong to Chinese sovereignty, “Earth 
King (Diwang), formally known as Shun Hing Square replaced Guomao as the 
architectural symbol of Shenzhen.  At sixty-nine stories, Diwang not only loomed over 
Shenzhen, it momentarily towered over all of China, enticing shoppers with displays both 
larger and more luxurious than those offered in Guomao. It was also one of the most 
public instances of Hong Kong investment in Shenzhen.  However, unlike Guomao, 
Diwang had been built for individual profit and its shopping spaces proved highly 
exclusive, with guards keeping out undesirables.  These neo-liberal values, which 15 
years earlier had been considered unrevolutionary, now shaped the form of the city.  
What remained unchanged however was the importance of constructing skyscrapers to 
represent the total value of the city and, by extension, national globalization. The 
importance of architecture to making Shenzhen and national identity was reconfirmed 
with the ten-year anniversary of the return, which Shenzhen marked by opening the 
western corridor bridge that connects western Shenzhen to Hong Kong.   
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Although skyscrapers continue to represent municipal and national identity, 
Shenzhen continues to constitute itself through construction. This practice gives the 
impression of proliferating centers simply because another is already under construction. 
Since the turn of the millennium, the Municipality has been constructing the central axis, 
an abstract line that connects Lianhua Park, the People’s Center (or city hall), a park area 
in the center of Shennan Road, and the Center Mall.  On both sides of the central axis, 
skyscrapers have been built of different heights to give the impression of dragons playing 
through space.  What is interesting about the central axis is that it formalizes an attempt 
to represent Shenzhen through the coordination of skyscrapers, rather than simply 
through a particular building (image 3). All this to say, that in Shenzhen the practice of 
constructing skyscrapers was the means by which rural-urban differences were 
renegotiated and the Chinese nation-state transformed.  This re-negotiation had at least 
three important social practices, each of which correspond to different social levels: (1) 
the conversion of rural into urban space (an explicitly political process); (2) the economic 
mobilization of these new spaces by rural actors (in the villages) and urban actors (in 
newly urbanized spaces); and (3) the actual construction of skyscrapers by urban 
architects and workers from the interior of China.   Consequently, the entangled values of 
urbanization and globalization, which define Shenzhen architectural history have also 
structured the possibility of imagining Shenzhen as a coherent totality and by extension, 
imagining a post Cold War Chinese state. 

Thus, since the establishment of Shenzhen, architecture has not only represented 
the cumulative value of the productive actions of Shenzhen leaders, architects, real estate 
developers, and construction workers, it also represented different forms of Shenzhen 
identity—office worker, factory laborer, homeowner, homeless migrant, those Baoan 
natives who still lived in old homes, and those who had built new, modern homes.  In 
other words, key buildings and landmarks has enabled actors to use fragmentary, but 
particular experiences of constantly transforming spatial organization to imagine 
Shenzhen as an extant and recognizable totality and themselves as integrated members of 
that totality.  In fact, the Shenzhen built environment signals “history” at two levels.  On 
the one hand, it has placed China within a narrative of world history as industrial 
urbanization.  On the other hand, it has actualized the socialist tenet that in making 
history, human beings create their future.   

And yet.  Even as the central axis asserts the successful urbanization of formerly 
rural Baoan, the construction of Shenzhen’s new villages has directly contradicted the 
architectural image of Shenzhen that Shenzhen leaders and white-collar residents have 
cultivated as defining the city.  Instead of presenting an international or municipal image, 
the new villages present the image of a united village within a city.  Indeed, the purpose 
that animates the “renovate old villages” movement is to integrate the village into the city 
by replacing identifiably village architecture (i.e. handshake buildings) with identifiably 
urban architecture (i.e. skyscrapers).   

 
WALKING THROUGH TIANMIAN: THE VALUE OF HANDSHAKE BUILDINGS 

Shenzhen villages began reconstructing the built environment in the early eighties. 
The actual borders of the new villages are based on the number of housing plats in a 
village as well as the amount of land initially zoned for industrial manufacturing. Thus, 
the layout of a new village includes two zones—one to support the collective economy 
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and one of individually owned houses.  For the purposes of this paper, it is important to 
note that villagers have two sources of income—collective and individual.  Significantly, 
handshake buildings, rather than factories have been the primary target of public opinion 
and government policy. Handshake buildings, which have garnered so much public ire, 
represent the individual portion of new village income.  In contrast, industrial architecture 
has generated little public or private denigration of the new villages collective economic 
pursuits.  Instead, these industrial spaces are being upgraded as part of a more general 
Shenzhen movement to eradicate traces of its industrial past.  Thus, in the Shenzhen 
landscape, residents understand factories to represent the city’s general (and therefore 
common) history, while they understand handshake buildings to represent the particular 
history of new villages.  In the rest of this section, I therefore focus on the symbolic 
meaning of handshake buildings. 

From the perspective of Shenzhen’s urban planners, especially those involved in 
the “renovate old villages” movement, villagers have the life they do because of national 
and municipal policies.  Therefore, the villages should subordinate their identities to that 
of the city.  The sign of that submission would be the acceptance of new architectural 
forms, such as skyscrapers. Now, new villagers have not rejected urban forms.  In fact, 
they collectively own many skyscrapers, including 4 and 5-star hotels. They also own and 
lease factory and office space.  Indeed, the livelihoods of new villagers depend directly 
on rents earned through the capitalization of village space.  Where new villagers differ 
from other Shenzhen residents is that they own the buildings—including skyscrapers—
that constitute their respective new villages.  The rents that companies pay for new 
village office space have effectively subordinated the skyscraper to village identity.  In 
other words, the value of a new village skyscraper is not realized through the assertion of 
a Shenzhen identity, but through its contribution to village livelihood.  Not surprisingly, 
this disturbs urban residents and municipal leaders alike.  It also complicates any plan to 
“renovate” Shenzhen’s new villages because it makes explicit that while city leaders have 
used Hong Kong and globalization to assert the creation of a postsocialist Shenzhen, new 
villagers have appropriated aspects of this process to reproduce postsocialist villages. 

In the “early Shenzhen” period (roughly from 1979 to 1984), villagers built two to 
three-story, concrete houses. Like the handshake building, these concrete houses 
crystallize a particular moment in Shenzhen history.  Built on traditional (rather than 
legislated) plats, these concrete buildings were primarily used as houses and constitute 
the embryo of handshake building settlements.  According to rural tradition, sons have an 
obligation to provide houses and graves for their families.  Throughout Guangdong, most 
rural workers in the Special Economic Zones spent their initial income constructing 
private homes and graves (Chan and Unger 1992). Shenzhen villagers were no exception. 
In keeping with rural tradition, Shenzhen villagers intended to use these concrete building 
as private homes, but instead quickly converted them into rented apartments. Indeed, one 
of the key differences between the concrete houses and later handshake buildings was the 
legislation of landuse transfers from the villages to urban work units. Early on, many 
villagers built concrete houses on traditional plats, which varied in size and shape (image 
5).  However, in 1987, the Shenzhen Municipal government standardized the land 
transfer process as well as the amount of land to which each villager was entitled.   After 
1987, male villagers were entitled to 100 square meters of land, on which he could build 
a home. Also, if a villager had enough money, he could also purchase plats for two sons 
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and four grandchildren, making it possible for one family to have as many as seven 
buildings in a village.  Most families, however, have one to three buildings, reflecting 
financial situations during the nineties.  

Handshake buildings are known as such because they are built close enough together 
that residents in neighboring buildings can shake hands through their windows. 
Handshake buildings are square buildings that rise three to eight stories high, usually 
built one meter apart, and decorated with colored tiles.  They abut the narrow, one-lane 
roads that thread through villages.  In other words, except for tile color, no external 
markings distinguish one new village building from another.  Moreover, a settlement of 
handshake buildings forms a massive space in which new village life takes place.  The 
first floor of most handshake buildings turned over to commercial purposes—restaurants, 
hair parlors, markets, and stationary stores, for example.  The rest of the building is used 
as apartment rentals.  Although, many second and third floor one-room apartments have 
been converted to office space.  This is especially true in centrally located villages, where 
apartment rents are higher than in the rest of the city, but still lower than office rents in 
the same area.  That is, a handshake building settlement constitutes both the material 
form of the new village as well as the economic base of daily life there.  Importantly, 
unlike skyscrapers, which realize value through individual specificity, a handshake 
building only realizes value through proximity to other handshake buildings.  In fact, the 
more handshake buildings clustered together, the stronger a new village economy (image 
6).  

The post 1987 plats were drawn up as abutting squares, which strung along one-lane 
streets. The prototypical handshake building came as close as possible to the edges of the 
entitled space.  In many villages, the only distance between neighbors was and remains 
the gutter running between them.  Indeed, some buildings are so close to each other, the 
window grating of one building presses up against that of the other.  In addition, after 
1987, the conversion of villages into new villages corresponded to the industrial and 
commercial development of the city.  For example, the Luohu and Huanggang villages, 
which are located at the Hong Kong border developed in the early eighties, while villages 
further from the border developed in the late eighties and early nineties.  Importantly, the 
process of constructing and reconstructing Shenzhen new villages continues.  Many 
villages from the 80s and early 90s have been razed, and new new villages have been 
raised on their foundations.  Indeed, this process further capitalizes village space, 
intensifying its integration into both municipal and regional economic networks. 

The transformation of villagers into landlords and new villages into clusters of fixed 
capital was almost immediate.  Shenzhen was the first Chinese city to reform the socialist 
housing system.  During the early Shenzhen period, urban work units still followed 
socialist practice, whereby work units provided dormitory housing for workers.  
However, as construction teams had to build the dormitories before they could be 
occupied, the supply of dormitories was insufficient to meet the housing needs of most 
workers, let alone the sudden influx of migrants to the city.  Thus, during the early 
eighties, the villages provided the only housing alternative to work unites. Many villagers 
first accumulated the capital that would be used in collective industrial projects and the 
private construction of handshake buildings through rents earned on these houses.  By the 
late eighties and early nineties, the allocation of housing in Shenzhen entered a 
transitional period.  During the fifteen years between 1984 to 1999, Shenzhen residents 
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had three housing options—benefit housing (fuli fang), which the work unit provided, at-
cost  (or low benefit) housing (weili fang), which the worker paid the construction costs 
of the housing, but no profit was earned on the house, and commercial housing (shangye 
fang), which was bought and sold for profit. New village construction reached its zenith 
in the mid-1990s.  By this time, villages had razed much of the earliest concrete housing, 
replacing it with standardized handshake buildings. In 1999, work units built and 
allocated the last of Shenzhen’s benefit and at-cost housing commercial housing.  Since 
then, except for new village housing, all Shenzhen housing has been commercial housing.  
In this environment, new village housing provided and continues to provide the cheapest 
rentals in the city.  

The particular history of one village illustrates how new villages have appropriated 
Shenzhen’s economic growth for village purposes. An urban village, Tianmian is located 
next to Shenzhen’s Central Park, west of the Shanghai Hotel (map 1). Throughout the 
80’s and most of the 90’s, the Shanghai Hotel marked the western edge of “downtown”. 
The Luohu Train Station, a main crossing point into Hong Kong, marked downtown’s 
eastern border. Hongli road marked the northern border with Binhe Road in the south.  
The area within this square was the center of early Shenzhen’s development, with textile 
and electronic manufacturing located in this hub.  Up until the mid 1990s, Tianmian was 
at the border of “downtown”.  Village layout and architecture reflected the village’s 
liminal status, with 16 three-story and 5 six-story factories abutting various shaped early 
Shenzhen concrete houses, which in turn pressed against traditional one-story rural 
housing. Nearby, some villagers razed traditional housing and built two story concrete 
homes.  They also converted old houses for commercial purposes.  Importantly, by the 
changing standards of Shenzhen’s built environment, Tianmian was in many ways a 
“slum”.  However, since the mid-90’s, this stretch of Shennan Road has been converted 
for commercial use.  In addition, development has moved west and with it the city’s 
center, or perhaps it’s more accurate to say that the edges between downtown and the rest 
of the municipality have blurred.  Once considered part of the “suburbs”, Tianmian is 
now prime real estate, being located just west of the new City Hall Building (the old 
building was located east of the Shanghai Hotel) and a ten-minute cab ride from 
Huanggang, a recently opened crossing point into Hong Kong (map 1). 

A Shenzhen development company, Hong Kong investors, and Tianmian Village, 
Ltd. built New Tianmian with an eye to exploiting the village’s location within 
Shenzhen’s changing urban plan.  Thus, although the planning and construction of the 
village was based on the 1987 legislation and extant early construction, it nevertheless 
anticipated massive municipal investment in the central axis.  In return for the right to 
develop a commercial housing complex, the development collaborative agreed to 
redevelop New Tianmian Village.  Under the terms of this agreement, the collaborative 
and New Tianmian Village divided Tianmian into four areas—the extant manufacturing 
zone, a commercial hotel and office building, and urban and new village residential areas.  
The manufacturing zone is located in the northwest quadrant of the village.  The 
commercial building is located along Shenzhen’s Shennan Road, Shenzhen’s most 
important traffic artery.  The Tianmian commercial housing estate is located in the 
southeast quadrant, next to both the manufacturing zone and the Tianmian commercial 
building.  Established professionals and their families live in the housing estate. 
Interestingly, many of these residents are extended families, who either live in the same 
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condominium or have bought condominiums in the same building (older sister lives on 
the fifth floor and younger on the seventh, for example). There is also a school that was 
built to accommodate the children in the different villages.   

New Tianmian Village includes the Village’s factories (now City of Design office 
area), mid-level housing development (Tianmian Gardens), and the New Village proper. 
These constitute the basic livelihood of all Tianmian villagers, who have stock options in 
both the factories and Tianmian Gardens, where young professionals and working 
families live, again many extended families here in a smaller space than Millennium 
Oasis. In addition, each handshake building in the New Village is owned by a villager.  
The New Village condos/apartments are the cheapest to own or rent. Many singles live 
there, as do friends who have pooled their money to move in together. Each of the 
buildings in the New Village belongs to one of the village men and it provides revenue 
that is independent of collective resources.  

I’m not sure how many people live and work in Tianmian, but there are 
approximately 670 units (9 buildings) in Millennium Oasis, 780 units in Tianmian 
Gardens (5 buildings), and 2,048 units in the New Village handshake buildings (63 
buildings). There is also a dormitory associated where Tianmian factory workers once 
lived.  Nevertheless, Tianmian remains a “village” in the cognitive maps of most 
Shenzheners. Moreover, despite the fact that Tianmian Village ceased to exist as an 
administrative entity over ten years ago when it was designated a neighborhood during 
the first rural urbanization movement. What is clear is that villagers have used municipal 
and international resources to perpetuate group identity. In acting upon traditional 
(including socialist) definitions of village and city, Tianmian villagers transformed the 
relationship between the two. Moreover, while Shenzhen Municipality has only recently 
attempted to represent itself through an arrangement of buildings, from the beginning, 
new villages have used collective architecture to represent themselves and reproduce 
their particular identities.   
 
PAILOU: THE BUILT-IN ANTAGONISMS OF RURAL-URBANIZATION 

Some of Shenzhen’s new villages have entry gates (image 7).  Monuments made 
of concrete and glazed tiles, these gates straddle two-lane roads and are tall enough to 
accommodate the passage of container trucks.  Engraved characters on these entry gates 
recount village history in terms of two great events: the migration of an ancestor from 
China’s central plains to the southern coast and Deng Xiaoping’s 1980 decision to 
establish the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone.  Indeed, the parallel couplets on each 
gate define the vast changes of the past three decades to be the means of fulfilling 
ancestral desires and traditional dreams of communal prosperity.  That is to say, 
according to the histories inscribed on the gates of Shenzhen’s New Villages 
globalization has been a non-traditional means of achieving time-honored values.   The 
front of the Shangsha Village pailou, for example, states: 

 
顺潮流而进展发扬风貌上沙头 
应时代之需求建设繁荣深圳市 
 
Following the trend and developing, a Shangsha Village, 
Responding to the era’s call, a prosperous Shenzhen is constructed. 
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The couplet written on the back of the same pailou is even more specific: 
 

上睦下和启地利而顺天时开辟祖宗新境界 
沙清水秀派参山以衍椰树永贻时代旧林泉 
 
Harmonious Upper and Lower Sha villages in making proper use of the earth and 

following heaven create a new world for the ancestors, 
Beautiful sands and water flow from the mountain nourish coconut trees, 

preserving ancient streams in a new era. 
 

Shenzhen villagers once cultivated lychee orchards, harvested oysters, or planted 
vegetables.  They lived in strings of one-story buildings that hugged the edges of unpaved 
roads.  Many left the muddy villages for the bright possibilities of Hong Kong, which 
glittered just across the Shenzhen Bay.  Today, Shenzhen’s new villagers have 
incorporated village holdings, including factories, rental properties, and shopping areas.  
Some of the richest families in the city, new villagers live in six-story low-rise buildings, 
which cluster along Shenzhen’s expressways and behind expensive housing 
developments.  In fact, many residents have returned from Hong Kong and overseas to 
enjoy the perks of village membership: air-conditioned condos, maid service, ancestral 
hall clubs, village health plans, stock options and dividends, delicious food, massage 
parlors, and beauty salons. There is a sense, then, in which new villagers have used entry 
gates to assert an identity based on a way of life that no longer exists.   

The contradiction between the continuity of village identity and demise of a way 
of life is even more pronounced on the pailou for the new villages of Nanshan oyster 
farmers. For roughly one thousand years, groups of boat people held coastal rights for 
oyster farming and processing along the Nantou penisula, which juts into the Pearl River 
Delta.  However, these groups did not have land rights.  As part of Shenzhen’s western 
land reclamation project, the Nanshan government moved these groups on land, giving 
them housing space and a small area for manufacturing.  The new villages of oyster 
farmers are smaller than those of land-established villages.  Indeed, groups of oyster 
farmers were only constituted as sedentary villages through land reclamation policies that 
illegalized oyster farming. In 2006, the Nanshan government successfully removed the 
last of the oyster farmers from its coastline.  At Beitou Village (北 村), the 
commemorative couplet celebrates the results of this process:  

 
北揽九州云气万丈高楼傲南山 
头迎改革春风千亩蚝田泛金浪 
 
From the country’s southern-most coast, we embrace China, ten thousand high-

rises, the pride of Nanshan; 
Our faces greet the reform spring, one thousand oyster farms, golden waves.  

  
Thus, through the construction of gates new villagers have redeployed deep histories to 
contemporary cause, linking past and present through creative action.  Architecturally, 
pailou have a history of several thousand years.  Originally made of wood, the traditional 
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pailou a forceful symbol of the status of the rural elite.  In fact, before reform, 
Shenzhen’s original villages did not have pailou.  Instead, gates strung along narrow 
roads marked village borders (image).  Linguistically, the couplets are written in 
traditional, rather than simplified characters, and the couplets themselves have been 
composed according to classical norms.  Most are commemorative couplets (藏 ), 
with the first character of each line taken from the village name.  Parallel grammar 
structures the relationship between the two lines.  However, although the couplets all read 
top to bottom, many now read left to right, instead of right to left, combining classical 
and modern conventions.   

Each village pailou asserts the village as being the ultimate value of human action as 
opposed to Shenzhen or China as being the ultimate value of human action. The 
contradiction between rural and urban Shenzhen is built into the environment. Efforts to 
urbanize Shenzhen’s new villages have not failed because villagers have not become 
urban.  They have failed to the extent that villagers continue to identify with the village 
as the ultimate value of human life.  Moreover, this value has been built into the 
environment, not simply materially, but also economically. According to early plans, 
urban youths sent to Shenzhen intended to construct a model city.  In keeping with 
traditional and Maoist divisions of labor, local villagers were to provision food.  
However, they did so with an eye to integrating the Chinese economy into global 
capitalist networks.  And that has made all the difference.  Over the past three decades, 
new urbanites and villagers have adapted aspects of capitalism into their praxis, the city 
changed.  As in Tianmian, all Shenzhen villagers’ primary source of income is village 
resources.  So this paper ends less with a conclusion than a hypothesis.  To the extent that 
villager livelihoods remain tied to the structure of the village, it will remain an important 
source of identity. In this sense, village pailou are correct in asserting that the new 
villages are a continuation of historic identities.   
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Image 1: Baoan County Remnants: Xinzhou Village, Futian District 
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Image 2: Symbol of early Shenzhen: Guomao Building 
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Image 3: Symbol of transitional Shenzhen: Diwang Building (left) 
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Image 4: Symbol of Shenzhen for the new Millennium: Central Walk (view from 
People’s Center Walkway) 
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Image 5: Product of unregulated rural urbanization before 1987: 2 to 3-story concrete 
house 
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Image 6: Product of regulated rural urbanization:  Handshake building 
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Map 1: Layout: Shenzhen Municipality 
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Map 2: Layout: Tianmian New Village 
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Image 7: Symbol of Shenzhen’s new villages: Village arch 
 

 
 
                                                
i The names “new village” and “inner city village” point to different historical moments 
in the effort to integrate Baoan villages into Shenzhen Municipality.  The expression new 
village is from the nineties, when the Municipality had just begun formally restructuring 
villages.  In contrast, the expression inner city village appeared in the early part of the 
new millennium, reflecting the continuing construction of skyscrapers and highrises 
throughout the city.  Ten years ago, new villages stood independently, today they often 
appear as sinks within a circle of high rises. 
ii Before 1980, Shenzhen was a market town located just across the border from Hong 
Kong.  It became important with the construction of the Canton-Hong Kong Railroad in 
1913. Indeed, Shenzhen Market was the first station on the Chinese side of the Canton-
Hong Kong railroad.  In 1953, the new government moved the Baoan county seat from 
Nantou City to Shenzhen Market, confirming the importance of railroads, rather than 
traditional forms of transport, to the realization of socialism.  Located on an eponymous 
peninsula that jutted into the Pearl River, Nantou City was the county seat of Baoan for 
roughly 600 years.  During that time, commercial boats traversed the Delta, connecting 
Nantou to Humen, Guangzhou, and Foshan.  Nantou was also the first point of entry for 
foreign ships on their way to Guangzhou.  Even today, with the establishment of 
deepwater ports in Chiwan and Yantian, Shenzhen remains the first city that ships pass 
on their way to Guangzhou.  
iii Administratively, Shenzhen was placed beneath Guangzhou with respect to political 
decisions, but beneath Beijing (giving the city equal status to Guangzhou) with respect to 
economic decisions. One of the interesting side effects of this split has been a tendency in 
Shenzhen to define politics in terms of the economy, and for Guangzhou to recast those 
decisions as political.  At these times, both Shenzhen and Guangzhou officials have 
turned to Beijing to negotiate.  During the 80s, Shenzhen had the support of Deng 
Xiaoping and regularly succeeded in keeping its independence from the capital.  After the 
ascension of Jiang Zemin, however, Guangzhou gained the upper hand as Shanghai 
replaced Shenzhen as the national symbol of globalization. 
iv A parallel story of reform and opening took place in the Shekou Industrial Zone, which 
was and remains a bureau within China Merchants.  In the Shekou model, the political 
was completely subordinated to economic administration.  Throughout the early eighties, 
the Shekou Industrial Zone was as important as Shenzhen in terms of pushing through 
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reforms and experimenting with new political and economic models. Indeed, the Shekou 
Industrial Zone had the ranking of ting and the head of the Shekou Industrial Zone, Yuan 
Geng exercised more influence locally and domestically than the Shenzhen mayor, Liu 
Xiang.  During the move to extend reform policies to the fourteen coastal cities, Yuan 
Geng played an instrumental role.  Likewise, in 1985, Yuan Geng represented Shenzhen 
in meetings to open the three economic deltas.  Shekou gradually lost influence after the 
“Shekou Tempest,” a neoliberal democratic incident that predated the Tiananmen protests 
by six months.  
v A xiang is an administrative grouping of several villages.  It is the rural equivalent of a 
street government. 
vi Xin’an, Xixiang, Fuyong, Shajing, Songgang, Gongming, Guangming, Shiyan, 
Guanlan, Dalang, Longhua, Minzhi, Pinghu, Pingdi, Kangzi, Nan’ao, Longcheng, 
Longgang, Henggang, Dapeng, Buji, Pingshan, Kuichong, Bantian, Nanwan 
vii Xin’an, Xixiang, Fuyong, Shajing, Songgang, Gongming, Guangming, Shiyan, 
Guanlan, Dalang, Longhua, Minzhi 
viii Pinghu, Pingdi, Kangzi, Nan’ao, Longcheng, Longgang, Henggang, Dapeng, Buji, 
Pingshan, Kuichong, Bantian, Nanwan 


